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2. FTS DESIGN
A. Design overview
The FTS is a polarizing Martin-Puplett [2] interferometer modified
from the usual Michelson configuration to a Mach-Zehnder [4, 5]
arrangement so that the two input ports are well separated from the
two output ports. Because this configuration has two beam splitters,
the usual rooftop mirrors used to rotate the polarization in the Martin-
Puplett design is unnecessary since the beams splitters can be oriented
at 90� relative to each other. This design does require four identical
polarizers rather than the usual two for the classic Martin-Puplett
design, though the size of the polarizers is smaller. A CAD model
of the FTS is shown in Fig.1. The design parameters for this FTS
is a frequency range of 50 to 330 GHz, a resolution of 1 GHz, and
throughput of 100 mm2 sr. The resulting instrument is 355 ⇥ 260 ⇥64 mm in size.

Fig. 1. A rendering of a CAD model of the FTS with the near side
plate shown transparent and the top removed. The polarizers are la-
beled A through D. On side 1, ellipsoidal input and output mirrors
focus the beam 90 deg out of the plane of the optics onto 17 mm di-
ameter focal regions, shown as red disks and located 38 mm belowand above the outer surface of the box. On side 2, in this configu-ration, the input and output ports are ambient temperature HR25absorbers shown in blue. On each side of the box, four ellipsoidalreimaging mirrors are machined into the box sidewall. The central

moving mirror is shown at its maximum positive delay position.Lines trace the path of the central ray through the instrument for one
polarization (the red one in Fig 3) entering at Input 1 on the right.For one of the two paths between the two beam splitters the ray isshown in red.

To minimize the size of the instrument and to permit all the inter-
nal optics to be machined into the instrument sidewalls the beam is
directed at angle relative to the motion of the moving mirror. This
angle introduces two non-idealities, 1) the loss of beam as the mirror
moves slightly sideways relative to the beam with increasing delay and
2) The relative displacement of the beams passing on opposite sides
of the moving mirror as they reach the detector plane. If displaced far
enough, their power adds at the detector rather than interfering.The ellipsoidal mirrors are configured so that each re-images the
previous mirror onto the next. Each mirror figure is a part of the
ellipsoid that has the last and the next mirror centers at the foci. The
remaining parameter of the ellipsoids is chosen so that the mirrors just
intersect at the inner surface of the box. The first and last mirrors are
also ellipsoidal but have the input or output ports at one focus and the

next mirror at the other. The input and output ports are placed 38 mm
outside the surface of the box. The angle of the beams in the box is
� = cos�1 2r/y where r is the radius of the mirrors and y is the width
of the box.

The moving part of the FTS that generates the optical delay is a thin
flat mirror on a one-axis stage near the center of the box (referred to
as center mirror afterward). For the chief ray in the interferometer, the
optical delay is d = 4y cos �where y is the mechanical displacement of
the mirror from the center of the box. Therefore, a mirror displacement
is amplified to an optical delay by nearly a factor of 4.A center plate spanning the length of the box supports the four
polarizers (labeled A through D) and has an opening that the mirror
passes through as it travels. The polarizer wires are gold-coated tung-
sten wires wound on stainless steel frames which are mounted to the
center plate. The polarizing wires of grids B and C are oriented 90�
to each other, and A and D are oriented 45� to B and C from the point
of view of the beam. Note the beam is at angle � relative to the y axis
(Fig. 3). Switching the relative orientation of A and D (or B and C)
from being parallel to being orthogonal (or the other way) switches the
symmetric output and antisymmetric output. In the configuration as
built and tested, B has its wires vertical along the z axis and C has its
wires along the x axis.

B. Optics
B.1. Geometrical Layout

Several geometries for the optical layout of the FTS were considered.
The advantages of the layout shown in Fig 1 is the high density of
beams, the separation of input and output optics and the simplicity of
optics in the sidewalls. This layout also has the advantage of a single
small moving mirror with beams impinging on both sides. Once this
geometry is selected, the desired spectral resolution and frequency
range define the geometry of the system. The resolution is limited by
the solid angle of the beam at the beam splitter, W, because high angle
rays have a di↵erent optical delay than the central ray [6] and thus
decohere with higher delay. For a given resolution, the limited solid
angle together with instrument throughput requirement defines the size
of the beam splitters and the mirrors. Chamberlain [6] calculates an
analytic approximation of the decoherence for a tophat distribution of
angles and integrating over all beams. For this design, we set the added
delay (b in Fig 2) for the largest angle beam to be one wavelength at
the maximum delay for the highest design frequency. This constrains
b = �min = c/ fmax, where fmax is the highest design frequency. The
decoherence constraint implies that the beam center and the beam edge
have a phase di↵erence of 2⇡ at the minimum wavelength �min when
the center mirror is at its maximum displacement reducing the contrast
to near zero.

The size of the FTS is calculated from the design parameters using
the constraint from Fig. 2 and assuming the e↵ect of the incident angle
of the beam (� in Fig. 3) is negligible. The maximum optical delay
dmax then is 4 times the center mirror’s maximum displacement ymax,
and is set by the desired resolution D f [7]:

dmax = 4ymax = c/D f .
(1)From Fig. 2, we can calculate the path di↵erence between the beam

center (the vertically incident rays) and the beam edge (the rays incident
at angle ✓ ), which is � = 2ymax � 2a + b, where a and b are defined
in the figure. a and b can be related to ymax and ✓ by a = ymax/ cos ✓
and b = 2ymax tan ✓ sin ✓. With these geometric relations, � can now
be written as a function of ymax and ✓ as follows:

� = 2ymax (1 � 1/ cos ✓+ tan ✓ sin ✓) ⇡ ymax✓2 (2)

Classical

Quantum

Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS), i.e., 
interferometers have a storied heritage in physics:


Michelson-Morley -> Disproves aether 


COBE / FIRAS -> Measures CMB color spectrum


LIGO -> Measures gravitational waves 


Quantum Optics -> 2022 Nobel for Aspect and 
colleagues testing photon interference and entanglement 

Beam splitter Delay 
element Detector

Beam 
combiner

FTS: wide scientific applications with only,



Superconducting & quantum techniques help 

Maintain key FTS advantages (broad-band, tunable resolution) 
… whilst making it lossless, planar, ultra-compact, electronic, 
& integrable with different antennas + detectors.
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Quantum

OSA Applied optics Vol. 58, Issue 23 Pan, Liu, RBT , Meyer et al

OSA Applied optics Vol. 59, Issue 25 Liu, Pan, RBT , Meyer et al

NPJ Quantum Inf 6, 89 (2020).

At long-wavelengths optical elements are large… 
Challenges with integration, alignment, loading, 
systematics and scalability issues


Long  ☞  𝜈 ~GHz - THz / 𝜆 ~10 cm - 0.1 mm
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50 %
50 %

0 %
100 %

E-field in a single-cell 
splitter / combiner

Hybrids or branch-line couplers 
are  commonly used in 

microwave engineering as beam 
splitters / combiners

Theory of a frequency-dependent beam splitter in the form of coupled waveguides
Dmitry N. Makarov  Scientific Reports volume 11, Article number: 5014 (2021) 

Pozar, David M. Microwave Engineering. Hoboken, NJ :Wiley, 2012.



Beam splitter / combiner

Photon states / E-field combined (or split) with constant phase and without loss 

Easy to make 90o or 180o hybrid couplers for 4 port or 3 port applications


We choose the number of cells to increase bandwidth
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Non linear Kinetic Inductance

SOFTS 3

Fig. 2 A “zipper” STL: 115mm to-
tal length, on-chip length 24.7mm.

Fig. 3 Micrograph (zoom in) of
STL near a bondpad.

3 STL performance55

3.1 Phase delay measurements56

The crux of both parametric amplification and interferometric operations is sufficient slow57

down of light-speed and therefore controlled phase delay. Our measurements of phase delay58

per frequency, and fit model are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Eqn. 3. The model has two parameters59

(aI ,bI) and the coefficient K is extracted from data at zero current. The summary of our60

measurements are presented in Tab. 3.1. All parametric errors < 3%. Since these STLs have61

a ! 1, we may infer I⇤ = aI = 3mA, which implies a 0 =3.16.62

Fig. 3.1 STL phase delay with I, data and fit.

K(rad/GHz) u(0)/c(%) Ic(mA) aI (mA) bI (mA)
319.4 0.75 0.86 3.00 2.25

Tab. 3.1 Fit parameters.
63

Df(I)
n

= K

2

41�

s

1+
✓

I

aI

◆2
+

✓
I

bI

◆4
3

5 (3)

Fig. 3.1 shows that with 0.7 mA current we obtain phase shifts ⇠ O(10) radians/GHz. Ide-64

ally 4 ⇥ 2p = 25 radians of phase-delay is sufficient to resolve one wavelength. In this65

device, for 30 GHz (the lowest frequency of interest for sub-mm science) we will obtain66

300 radians. This implies that for such science as Line Intensity Mapping and Cosmic Mi-67

crowave Background, we can shorten our STLs from 24.7mm (chip length) to < 5 mm, and68

fabricate densely packed pixels. Broad-band antennas and low noise detectors to complete a69

focal plane of such SOFTS is now standard, and ever improving technology.70

4 Demonstration of a Superconducting On-chip FTS71

4.1 Interferometric setup and data72

SOFTS testing was carried out in a test cryostat at JPL; with a Gifford-McMahon cryocooler73

and a 1K He pot we operate the devices at 0.7 K (note all on-chip materials have Tc > 1K).74

The bias-tees, splitter and combiner described below are commercial units from Marki Mi-75

crowave. Frequency measurements are done by a standard VNA. The interferometric setup76

DC + RF
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L(I) = L0

 
1 +

✓
I

I⇤

◆2

. . .

!
=

DC bias and measure the inductance and delay                        with a commensurate RF signal
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�⌧ =
p
L(I)C

A transmission line = ladder of inductors and capacitors, 
i.e., “waveguides” in GHz-THz


Ours are 30nm thin, 250nm wide NbTiN lines with 
capacitative fingers for impedance matching

Inertia of Cooper-pairs leads to kinetic inductance, or lag w.r.t oscillating EM fields… 
depends nonlinearly on current in thin-film superconductors like NbTiN, MgB2



S. Shu, N. Klimovich, B. H. Eom, A. D. Beyer, RBT, H. G. Leduc, and P. K. Day Phys. Rev. Research 3, 023184 arxiv.org:2305.15190

• Phase velocity ~0.1%c  

• ~10% modulation

1000x smaller than free-
space optics


Delay with DC, no moving 
mirrors and optics

9

DC bias increases inductance, reduces phase-velocity & 
adds delay in transmission line. Delay measured at 
25-40 GHz, with a 21 mm total / 4.6 mm wrapped line.


We achieve electronically tunable delay and also very 
low phase velocities in these transmission lines

Delay engineering

Delay via nonlinear kinetic inductance
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�⌧ =
p
L(I)C

NbTiN line

  4.6 mm  
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Now we can build a Superconducting On-Chip FTS (SOFTS) !

Beam splitter Delay 
element Detector

Beam 
combiner

FTS: wide scientific applications with only,
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Intensity

Wavelength

FFT

Interferograms w.r.t delay
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Hybrid Coupler
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Detector #1 Detector #2

Superconducting On-chip Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer (SOFTS) as Mach-Zehnder interferometer

1.

2.

3.

1. Input + reference (or 2nd input) split in two


2. DC bias transmission lines to introduce delay


3. Signals combined into interferograms


 Fourier transform to get spectra 

SOFTS
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Prototype SOFTS

4 R. Basu Thakur, et al

to realize one SOFTS device is shown in Fig. 4. We use a splitter to halve the input signal77

(Port 1, 100 pW, high pass filtered > 1 GHz) and distribute it to two STLs. Each STL is78

current biased, with a low pass filter (6 kHz, via bias-tee) whilst being capacitatively cou-79

pled to the splitter. The signals from the two STLs are summed on a broadband Wilkinson80

combiner. A single tone input on Port 1 produces on Port 2 an interferogram which is a81

cosine modulation, PS =
1
2
(1+ cos(Df)) (canonical FTS formalism). Unlike a traditional82

optical FTS, we have fixed physical paths, and we change the phase velocity to introduce83

delay (t(I) = x/(u�1(I)� u
�1(0))), viz. Df = 2pnt . Measurements at some frequencies84

are shown in Fig. 5. Details on data/ fits presented thereafter.

Fig. 4 Experimental setup. Fig. 5 Summed power as function
of delay, PS (t): data and fits to data
for frequencies from 2-10 GHz.

85
4.2 Discussion on measurements86

Fig. 5 shows that we observe the expected cosine modulation, up to some amplitude decay87

(discussed in detail below). The S21 corrected interferogram for input frequency n is shown88

in Eqn. 4. In the limit |S21|! 1, we recover the usual form of
1
2
(1+ cos(2pnt)).89

PS (t) =
1
2

✓
1+

2|S21,A(n)||S21,B(n)|
|S21,A(n)|2 + |S21,B(n)|2

cos(2pnt +f0)

◆
(4)

We scale the interferograms appropriately by individually measured S21s of each STL, fol-90

lowing Eqn. 4; individual S21s shown in Fig. 7. During the interferometric data collection,91

the voltages were increased with time, and over this time temperatures increased mono-92

tonically by 0.5K, thus we expect some unbalanced profiles, or “decay” as seen in Fig. 5,93

particularly at higher frequencies, this is seen again in the S21s, Fig. 7. To analyze these data94

we therefore fit with a decaying cosine modulation, and compare the extracted frequencies95

to the input from the VNA. Our frequency fitting error is ⇡1 MHz, and the distribution of the96

difference in input frequency and fit frequency has a standard deviation of 5 MHz, shown97

in Fig. 5. The expected resolution is Dn = df
2p

1
Max(Dt) . It is the inverse of the maximum98

Laboratory measurements of interferograms with single color input. 
Current converted to delay using measured phase

𝞭𝞶 = 670 MHz achieved


Prototype device 2.5 cm


Optical FTS equivalent 
would be > meter-scale


No moving parts, scan 
rate can be ~kHz


Measurements 
completely modeled with 
S-parameters 

Basu Thakur, R., Klimovich, N., Day, P.K. et 
al. Superconducting On-chip Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer. J Low Temp Phys 200, 342–352

Crux of FTS operation Delay via current bias 

<latexit sha1_base64="4VuhXMD5VroIBxNraz7E4WypfcM=">AAACH3icbZDNSgMxFIUz/tb6V3XpJliEdlNmpFSXRUVcVrRa6AxDJk3bYJIZkjtCGfombnwVNy4UEXd9G9M6C7UeCHycey8390SJ4AZcd+IsLC4tr6wW1orrG5tb26Wd3VsTp5qyNo1FrDsRMUxwxdrAQbBOohmRkWB30f3ZtH73wLThsbqBUcICSQaK9zklYK2w1GiF2cXN9Rj7hkvcqvgqrVY87CcS+zQ2lSOLHFsX++dMAME+kLRaDUtlt+bOhOfBy6GMcrXC0qffi2kqmQIqiDFdz00gyIgGTgUbF/3UsITQezJgXYuKSGaCbHbfGB9ap4f7sbZPAZ65PycyIo0Zych2SgJD87c2Nf+rdVPonwQZV0kKTNHvRf1UYIjxNCzc45pRECMLhGpu/4rpkGhCwUZatCF4f0+eh9ujmteo1a/q5eZpHkcB7aMDVEEeOkZNdIlaqI0oekTP6BW9OU/Oi/PufHy3Ljj5zB76JWfyBXcDoCg=</latexit>

PFTS ⇠ P (⌫)(1± cos(2⇡⌫�⌧))
<latexit sha1_base64="9FseMvUg0KUoYLSu6+Bw0FDf4cs=">AAACGHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIJe4q74ugjBeFDwoGBMILuE3skkGZx9ONMrhGU/w4u/4sWDIl69+TfOxiAaLRioqeqmu8uPpdBo2x/W2PjE5NT0zGxhbn5hcam4vHKto0QxXmORjFTDB82lCHkNBUreiBWHwJe87t9Uc79+x5UWUXiF/Zh7AXRD0REM0Eit4rZ7wiUCdRESekRdfaswdQPAHgOZnmebZ1v0+1vNslaxZJftAehf4gxJiQxx0Sq+u+2IJQEPkUnQuunYMXopKBRM8qzgJprHwG6gy5uGhhBw7aWDwzK6YZQ27UTKvBDpQP3ZkUKgdT/wTWW+ox71cvE/r5lg59BLRRgnyEP2NaiTSIoRzVOibaE4Q9k3BJgSZlfKeqCAocmyYEJwRk/+S653ys5+ee9yt1Q5HsYxQ9bIOtkkDjkgFXJKLkiNMHJPHskzebEerCfr1Xr7Kh2zhj2r5Bes908Wmp/X</latexit>

�⌧ =
p
L(I)C



Low-frequency (25-40 GHz) cm-wave SOFTS above


Higher-frequency SOFTS being developed at JPL & ASU

Sub-mm reach: NbTiN (< 1 THz), MgB2 (< 2 THz)

<latexit sha1_base64="4VuhXMD5VroIBxNraz7E4WypfcM=">AAACH3icbZDNSgMxFIUz/tb6V3XpJliEdlNmpFSXRUVcVrRa6AxDJk3bYJIZkjtCGfombnwVNy4UEXd9G9M6C7UeCHycey8390SJ4AZcd+IsLC4tr6wW1orrG5tb26Wd3VsTp5qyNo1FrDsRMUxwxdrAQbBOohmRkWB30f3ZtH73wLThsbqBUcICSQaK9zklYK2w1GiF2cXN9Rj7hkvcqvgqrVY87CcS+zQ2lSOLHFsX++dMAME+kLRaDUtlt+bOhOfBy6GMcrXC0qffi2kqmQIqiDFdz00gyIgGTgUbF/3UsITQezJgXYuKSGaCbHbfGB9ap4f7sbZPAZ65PycyIo0Zych2SgJD87c2Nf+rdVPonwQZV0kKTNHvRf1UYIjxNCzc45pRECMLhGpu/4rpkGhCwUZatCF4f0+eh9ujmteo1a/q5eZpHkcB7aMDVEEeOkZNdIlaqI0oekTP6BW9OU/Oi/PufHy3Ljj5zB76JWfyBXcDoCg=</latexit>

PFTS ⇠ P (⌫)(1± cos(2⇡⌫�⌧))

Expected cosine modulations seen!

Single tone reconstruction indicates 
formal FTS capabilities.


At ~30 GHz it’s so small … at ~THz 
SOFTS will enable revolutionary 
focal plane arrays. 

Preliminary measurementsCurrent SOFTS

RBT et al. Development of Superconducting On-chip Fourier Transform Spectrometers. J Low Temp Phys (2022)
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SOFTS

     Properties Possible Done Under dev Future

𝜈 Min-Max (GHz) 0 - 2x103 0-40 200-700 ≥ 103

𝛿𝜈 Resolution (GHz) 10-2 0.67 0.1 < 0.1

Bandwidth ratio =  
𝜈Max / 𝜈Min

~4 >1.5 ~2 ~3

scan-speed (kHz) ~103 ~1 ~102 ~102

Tc driven: NbTiN stops at ~1 THz, MgB2 ~2 THz

Line-length and material driven: can go to ~10s of cm 
and increase magnitude of delay. Loss measurements 
need to be done to verify operations near THz

Overall efficiency drops (atmospheric photons etc.) at 
high BWRs, ~2 is optimal in most cases

Will be limited by detector time-constant

Demo’d ~1.5 GHz with 5mm, can easily get 0.2 GHz 
with longer lines and higher inductance

Target is

R ~ 103 at 100 GHz

R ~ 104 at THz



Figure 2. The progression of the Bicep/Keck Array program leading to the Bicep Array. Bottom row: the beam patterns
of the focal planes on the sky shown on a common scale. Each square represents a single receiver, and the colors indicate
di↵erent observing frequencies: light red for 30/40GHz, red for 95GHz, green for 150GHz, and blue for 220/270GHz.

Antenna
SOFTS 

Ultra-compact

Broad-band


Decent resolution

Detector( )x103 

We can drop-in SOFTS 
to add spectroscopy to 
each imaging / spatial 
pixel — build spaxels

Antenna

TES detector

O(100) detectors per tileO(10) tiles on focal plane, BICEP

15

Each spaxel obtains 
spectrum per 
imaging beam

1000 of beams …

Imagers use thousands of superconducting 
antenna coupled detectors to map the sky


Astrophotonics
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Single photon input

SOFTS operating 


- in a cryogenic environment (like QUALIPHIDE, 
with negligible loading) 


- with single photon detectors (e.g. QCDs)

Can be a highly sensitive spectrum analyzer (not SQL limited)
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Hidden Photon search

current bias

Transmission line #2

H
ybrid C

oupler

(Beam

-splitter)

H
ybrid C

oupler

(Beam

-
com

biner)

Transmission line #1

Delay (current)

Detector #1
Detector #2

Big mirror

Real photons from 
hidden photons

SOFTS will work in a broad-band


If the whole system is sub-kelvin, then at 0.1-1 THz 
we expect no real backgrounds… likely limited by 
dark count of detectors

Sketch of SOFTS with 
BREAD-like setup 

One 100-GHz photon/s ~ 6*10-23 W


Sensitivity calculations under way, 
estimate 𝛘 ~10-13
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 SOFTS is an ultracompact, broadband, electronic, on-chip interferometer / FTS


Our goal is to build kilospaxel spectro-imagers for cosmology and astrophysics. 


Other applications in quantum optics, dark matter searches etc. being explored. 


Looking for new members as JPL Postdoc or Caltech PhD student  

Please reach out with suggestions / questions / for collaborations. Thanks!

Conclusions

R. Basu Thakur, D. Cunanne, P. K. 
Day , J. Sayers, S. Shu, E. 
Rapaport, A. Steiger, F. Faramarzi, 
T.-C. Chang, O. Dore, P. Goldsmith

P. Mauskopf, C. Bell, J. Greenfield

P. Barry 

N. Klimovich

5 mm

  ritoban@caltech.edu    

mailto:ritoban@caltech.edu
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Opto mechanical sub-mm wave FTS and 
a human for scale 

355 × 260 × 64 mms

SOFTS and (the same) 
human’s finger scale 

6 x 1 mms

Harvard Mark 1 computer (late 1940’s)

Intel 4004 (early 1970’s)

Electronics revolution was enabled by 
miniaturized semiconductors


Photonics with superconductors … 
revolution in quantum & astrophotonics

Astrophotonics


